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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA,
PAYSANDU, URUGUAY, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

Contemplate the Consciousness of God as a great Kingdom of infinite proportions and beauty, and
each of His Aspects as a gateway to a state of consciousness of that Celestial Kingdom.

Contemplate the Aspects of God as a great path of ascension built by the Father Himself so that His
children may reach Him.

Each Aspect of God is a bridge of upliftment to a higher dimension, and the gradual contact with
Them causes you to return to the Source of Unity, where everything becomes One again.

Each Aspect of God, besides being a bridge, is also a Kingdom that is revealed when the heart
opens to discover it.

Within the human heart lies a unique key, which opens the doors to each one of the dimensions of
the Kingdom of God as this heart lives greater and higher degrees of Love.

The Kingdom of God on Earth, still unknown to humankind, is the manifestation of an Aspect of
the Father that can only be revealed to hearts that love. To experience the Revelation of Life on this
world and come to know what is hidden both within the Earth and in the invisible of the surface that
you can see with your physical eyes, you must first learn to love that which is accessible, palpable,
and visible to you.

To access a higher state and experience a Divine Revelation, you must first learn to manifest Love
at the level you are on.

Manifest a Love for life, for your brothers and sisters, for the Kingdoms of Nature, for the
consciousness itself of the planet, and you will see how your hearts and your consciousnesses will
access the dimensions of life that have always been here, but which you could never see.

You will thus find the true expression of God on Earth, a Revelation of His Kingdom and of the
Sacred that Adonai manifested in material life as part of Himself, as a dimension of what He is and
was given to humankind so that, in communion with the God that manifests in matter, they would
be able to renew Divine Consciousness though Love.

While the world shakes, God calls upon you to wake up your consciousnesses to the true meaning
of life, and through the Love that is born from your hearts, to access what is Real and transcends all
knowledge, including all human wisdom.

You will be able to move beyond the times that will come only with the heart and consciousness
immersed in the Truth and in the Revelation of the Kingdom of God, which lives together with life
on Earth, in dimensions that hearts that do not open to Love cannot see.
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All lies will come to light. Everything that seemed perfect and, however, belonged to illusion, will
fall to earth and return to dust.

For the hearts that do not know how to love and that do not experience the Revelation of the
Kingdom of God, there will be no life, for the foundations of their lives will crumble and they will
see nothing but dust before their eyes and confusion in their inner world.

On the other hand, the hearts that awaken to Love and to the Truth and allow God to reveal His
Kingdom to them and the higher life that lives in Him, will look at the dust, and behind the dust,
they will see the Truth manifested.

That is why today I tell you, children, that to live, you must love, because you will only find Life
when Love reveals to you that which without it, cannot be seen.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


